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Preface 

In front of you right now is my master's graduation thesis. In it I describe my master's graduation 
project I did on University of Technology Eindhoven . The past year I have been cooperating with 
the company WittyWorx on their interactive play robot called IXI-Play. I truly hope that the 
target audience ( children of age 1 to 6) will have as much fun wi th this cute robot as we did in 
developing it . My aim during the project was the motion control of the platform. This I believe, 
is one of the most satisfying things in robotics research , to see a machine move and come "alive". 
Although all its motions are simply a logica! result of all the effort you put in it yourself, it remains 
to be something "magical". And this should always be kept in mind tool Whenever your robot is 
not behaving as it should, how lifelike it might be, it is still a result of your own actions! The same 
goes for the Turtles, the soccer robots of Tech United Eindhoven, on which I have been working 
in the past years too. After struggling through lines of code and maintaining hardware, you end 
up with a machine that fully autonomously plays a game of soccer! But whenever they don 't suc
ceed in winning a match, cursing the robots will most certainly not make them win the next match! 

Writing this last piece of my thesis, which will actually be the first page of it , I think this is 
the right place to give my word of thanks. Without the following people I would not have been 
able to let all this magie happen and therefore you deserve to be on this first page! 

First , I would like to thank the company WittyWorx for giving me the opportunity to work on 
such a cool project during my graduation and for all the support, feedback and fun I had during 
my graduation. Also I would like to thank the department of mechanica! engineering, my lab
mates and colleagues for supporting me during graduation and sharing knowledge on the subject 
of robotics. This especially goes for the team of Tech United Eindhoven . Together with having 
a lot of fun , this team really taught me a lot! On the subject of mechatronics and programming. 
But also the skills to always push through, never give up and whenever you fee! exhausted shift 
gears and just keep going! And last hut certainly not least I would like to thank my family and 
friends. For always supporting me and enjoying the spare time I got to spend with them. Without 
you I would never be able to shift gears up again! 

Thank you all, without your help I would not be where I am now! I hope I can continue 
fulfilling this passion for a long time! 

Eindhoven, August , 2013 

Ferry Schoenmakers 



Abstract 

The Dutch company WittyWorx lll has developed a table top robot which is aimed at being a 
social play robot for small children with the aim of entertaining and educating them in the time 
they otherwise would have spent sitting passively in front of the television. Inside the robot is 
a hexapod like structure which enables the robot to move in six degrees of freedom. During my 
graduation I worked on the mot ion control part of this system with the aim of designing a real t ime 
inverse kinematics algorithm, ident ify its workspace and design and implement motion controllers 
to let the platform move smoothly and quietly. 

The structure of the pla tform resembles a hexapod structure such as is found in Stewart 
Gough type platforms which are widely used in for exarnple flight simulators. However, t he design 
is different in the way the links are extended in order to keep the system compact and robust. 
Furthermore piezo motors are used as actuators instead of hydraulic prismatic links again for 
robustness concerns but also for user convenience to keep the produced noise to a minimum. Be
cause of this exotic structure, the inverse kinematics are complex and thus an approximation to 
this inverse kinematics algorithm is deri ved with sufficient performance. The reachable workspace 
of the platform is analyzed and identified so that users can create mot ion profiles while easily iden
t ifying there feasibility. Since the system has to be kept low cost a commercial micro controller , 
the MBED, is used for control purposes. Data acquisition , feedback controllers and feedforward 
systems are developed on this platform which let the platform move fast and smooth. Finally a 
method has been adopted to art ificia lly increase the encoder resolut ion. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Parents nowadays have their hands full with work, household and numerous other tasks. Therefore 
several times a day their children have to be amused so the parents can complete these tasks. 
Unfortunately, a lot of times the children end up in front of the television and are passively 
entertained . A missed opportunity according to WittyWorx, the company that developed an 
interactive play robot called IXI-Play [l] . Children would be better off when being entertained 
with this interactive robot. According to the company's vision the children will then actively 
internet with the robot, learn several skills while doing so and stay captivated because of the 
versatility of the robot. 

1.2 Motivation 

To accomplish this a robot platform with different sensors and 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) is 
developed as low cost as possible. This way the platform will be affordable to the wider public. 
IXI-Play, depicted in Figure 1.1 , is a table top device with a flexible body and a hard shell head. 
The head is able to move in 6 DOF letting the flexible body move with it. With the launch of 
IXI-Play, also an app-store will be launched where several apps and games for IXI-Play can be 
downloaded. The possibility to create your own apps will be included too. When creating apps 
for IXI-Play, prescribing motions for the robot should be easy and straightforward. Therefore 
it is required that the platform can calculate its inverse kinematics in real-time and control the 
motions requested. 

1.3 Project objective 

The first two prototypes of IXI-Play are built by WittyWorx and the first electronics are integrated 
as wel!. In principle IXI-Play can already move by actuating each motor independently. However 
decoupled control of the robot is demanded so that the end user can present trajectories for the 
head and don 't bother about the kinematics. 

• A first objective therefore is to develop an algorithm that calculates the inverse kinematics 
in real-time. 

Furthermore the robot should move as natural as possible and should also be robust since it is 
interacting with young children. Grabbing the robot's head and forcing it in another direction 
while moving should not destroy the robot ! Therefore the mechanica! design and used actuators 
are unique. Because of the special actuators and several end-supports that prevent the robot from 
being destroyed , it is demanded to identify t he reachable workspace of the robot . 
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Figure 1.1: The IXI-Play platform. 

• Another objective is t herefore to identify this reachable workspace to verify the mechanica! 
design and to visualize feasible movement trajectories beforehand. 

Finally the movements shou ld be controlled so that the robot will actually perform the movements 
requested. Other then in casual mechatronic devices however, the tracking error of this robot is not 
top priority. A little devia tion from the requested trajectory is a llowed, as long as the movements 
look fluent and the amount of noise produced by the system is minimized. 

• A last objective therefore is to make the movement of the robot smooth and as quiet as 
possible. 
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Chapter 2 

Structural design 

For IXI-Play to be able to move with 6 degrees of freedom a design inspired on a hexapod is used. 
This type of platform is often seen in flight simulators as wel!. Piezo motors actuating rotating 
wheels are used as actuators for the robot to be robust and silent. 

2.1 Stewart Gough platform 

A Stewart Gough platform is a parallel type of manipulator widely used in for example flight 
simulator platforms [2]. The platform consists of a fixed base B and a movable platform T. 
Between the two are six prismatic actuators. With this configuration the top platform can perform 
the three linear movements: lateral, longitudinal and vertical displacement and the three rotations: 
roll , pitch and yaw. Figure 2.la shows a schematic drawing of such a standard Stewart Gough 
platform. 

e, 

e, e, 

(a) A standard Stewart Gough platform. (b) A new type of Stewart Gough platform. 

Figure 2.1: Two parallel manipulators. 
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2.2 New type of Stewart Gough platform 

The mechanism of IXI-Play is inspired on a Stewart Gough platform , but essentially different in 
the way the base and movable platform are connected . No prismatic actuators are used, instead 
six fixed length rods are each connected to the movable platform and to separate wheels which 
are fixed to the base. By rotating the wheel, the distance between the wheel center and the joint 
on the movable platform is varied. The wheels are actuated by piezo motors which are covered in 
section 2.3. Figure 2.lb shows a schematic drawing of this mechanism. Only one link and wheel 
are shown for clearness. This new design is chosen to make the complete system more compact , 
robust and silent. The wheels are "pushed" around by piezo motors and these will simply slip 
when the robot is forced in another direction while moving. Thus, a child will not destroy the 
robot by grabbing it , holding it , or forcing it in another direction. Furthermore no gearboxes are 
present in the system and the piezo motors operate at an inaudible frequency, which make the 
system silent. 
A complete CAD drawing of IXI-Play 's mechanism is shown in Figure 2.2a . The six different 
wheels are visualized with six different colors. Every set of two wheels share the same axis for 
rotation. At the end of each wheel a push rod is attached which is again connected to the gray ring 
on top. This ring is the moving platform to which the head will be attached. The piezo motors 
are pushed against the wheels on the bottom of the wheel. At the side of the wheels a reflective 
strip with increments is placed to create an optica! encoder for position feedback. 
A more complete setup is show in Figure 2.2b. Half of the head and the flexible body are removed 
for visibility. The end supports a re also visible in this figure. First the blue base in which the 
wheels are attached, bas a certain height in the middle. This prevents the ring from going down 
too much in the z-direction. The z-direction is indicated in Figure 2.2a. On top of this blue 
support are three gray tubes which hold another gray end stop. This stop limits the stroke in 
the positive z-direction. The three tubes themselves provide a limit for the rotation around the 
z-axis. Furthermore the stroke and rotation in both x and y direction are also limited by these 
tubes. Because of all these end stops, a user can force the head in any direction without forcing 
the mechanism beyond its limits. An other purpose of the three tubes is the guidance of cables. 
Several cables have to run from the eyes, webcam, touch sensors and microphones to the bottom 
of IXI-Play where the rest of the electronics are located. Running these cables through these tubes 
keeps them clear from moving parts. 

2.3 Piezo motors 

The motors in IXI-Play are piezo electric motors from Elliptec AG 13] of type Xl5G 14]. This 
special type of motor operates with the use of a piezo crystal[5[. The piezo crystal is actuated 
at a certain frequency which makes the structure of the Elliptec motor resonate. Because of the 
shape and the resonance mode of the system, the tip of the Elliptec motor will make elliptical 
movements. With these movements the motor is pushing the wheel around with very tiny steps 
(1 - 3 µm) at a frequency of 80 or 100 kH z . Figure 2.3 shows stills from an animation of this 
vibration. The Elliptec motor is attached to a spring , visible on the left, which presses the motor 
against the wheel on the right. The elliptical movements will push the wheel around. The motor 
operates at frequencies of 80 or 100 kH z . At the first frequency the motor will vibrate in such a 
way that it will push the wheel forward , while the other frequency makes the motor push the wheel 
in the other direction. The frequency response is shown in Figure 2.4. The amplitude indicated 
in a percentage shows the speed of the motor which has a typical maximum of about 300 mm/ s. 
This speed represents the speed of the surface moving underneath the tip of the motor. For a 
wheel, the motor needs to travel the complete ci rcumference of the wheel for a complete rotation. 
The wheels in IXI-Play have a circumference of 20 * 1r = 62.83 mm and thus the wheel can make 
a full rotation within 0.2 s. The wheel however will at most make a half rotation, which could 
theoretically be done in 0.1 s. If all the wheels would do this, the platform should in theory be 
able to move up and down five times a second and thus allows quick movements. This maximum 
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(a) CAD drawing of the IXI-Play mechanism. (b) IXI-Play without its body. 

Figure 2.2: IXI-Play mechanism. 

speed however is not recommended, since the motors cannot deliver a lot of force anymore at 
these speeds. At high speeds the typical force a motor will deliver is about 200 mN, while the 
maximum holding force , i.e. the force it can hold while not powered, is about 800 toa maximum 
of 1200 mN. Converted to torques on a 20 mm wheel, this means a maximum holding torque of 
8 mNm to 12 mNm. These and more specifications are shown in the data sheet in Appendix A. 
The frequency response of a motor as shown in Figure 2.4 is slightly different for every motor due 
to minimalistic differences in the motor's shape or spring characteristics. So for every motor a 
frequency sweep has to be performed to determine at exactly what frequency it will reach maximum 
speed. This is also done in IXI-Play. Each time the robot starts a frequency sweep is performed 
and the found resonance frequency is stored for each motor. The motors will then be actuated at 
this frequency. The sweep only takes up about two seconds. The reason this sweep is done every 
time is because of the possibility of wear. The resonance frequency might change in time when 
the motors or wheels wear out. By identifying the resonance frequency every time, this effect is 
counteracted. 
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Figure 2.3: Vibration mode of Elliptec motor as shown on: www.elliptec.com. 
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Figure 2.4: Frequency response of Elliptec motor. 
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Chapter 3 

SimMechanics model 

In a first attempt of creating a model of the dynamics of IXI-Play, a SimMechanics model was 
made in Simulink software from MathWorks [6] . With this multibody simulations software several 
characteristics of the system can be addressed. For example forward and inverse kinematics, 
force analysis and full motion simulation. When a decent CAD model exists with the right 
boundary conditions and materials assigned, this model can be directly imported and converted 
toa SimMechanics model in Simulink. Figure 3.la shows the model in Simulink and Figure 3.lb 
shows the visualization of the model. Figure 3. la is also shown in Appendix B for better visibility. 
The usage of this model will be mentioned in the following sections. 

(a) SimMechanics model of IXI-Play. 

Figure 3.1: SimMechanics model of IXI-Play. 
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Chapter 4 

Inverse kinematics 

IXI-Play's mechanism is a parallel type of robot manipulator. Where for a serial manipulator the 
forward kinematics are straightforward and the inverse kinematics are complicated , for a parallel 
manipulator the opposite is t rue 17, 8, 9, 10, 11 , 12]. However, because of the new design of the 
pla tform, the inverse kinematics are not as easy to solve either. For a standard Stewart Gough 
platform, the inverse kinematics are calcula ted as follows. 

4.1 Inverse kinematics of standard Stewart Gough platform 

Consider a fixed base B wi th a ttached coordinate frame X 8 , Y8 , Z8 . Simila rl y consider a moving 
pla tform T with at tached coordinate frame X r, Yr, Zr. Now let the 3x3 rotation matrix R 
describe the rotation of X r , Yr , Zr w.r. t. X 8 , Ya , Z 8 and the vector D describe the transla tion 
of frame X r, Yr, Zr with respect to frame X a, Ya, Z a . Six links are a ttached between the base 
and the platform . The joint coordinates of those links in the base are defined w.r.t X a , Ya, Za as 
B ; = [B x.i, B y,i, B 2 _;]1'; i = 1, 2, .. . , 6 and in the moving platform with respect to Xr , Yr , Zr as 
Ti = [Tr,i, Ty,i, T2 _;]1'; i = 1, 2, ... , 6. Then, the link-lengths of the pla tform can be calculated as: 

l;= JII RT; + D - B ;II; i = l ,2, . .. ,6 ( 4.1) 

4.2 Analytica! approach for IXI-Play platform 

This inverse kinematics equation is simple since the joints are fixed to the platform and base and 
are connected using prismatic links. In the new design however, the actuation of the platform is 
not an extension of a link but a rotation of a wheel. Therefore there is a more complex relation 
between the joint coordinates and the actuator inputs. In Figure 4.1 , a schematic of the new 
pla tform is depicted. The wheels are attached to the base at points B ; where i = 0, ... , 5 indicates 
the number of the wheel. The axes of rotation are shown in Figure 4.lb by the gray dashed lines. 
One can also observe the frame definition in this Figure. The negative y-axis coincides with the 
axis of rotation of wheel 4 and 5. The positive y-axis lies exactly in between the other two axes 
of rotation. This way it aligns with the direction IXI-Play is looking at. In other words, if one 
would imagine to be inside IXI-Play and looking through its eyes, the y-axis is straight forward 
and the x-axis points to the right . This definition is chosen for the sake of usability when the user 
wants to prescribe motions to the pla tform. When a wheel rotates, the corresponding point Pi 
moves in a circular motion around B i. Subsequently the distance between T ; and B ; varies as a 
result. Since Pi and Ti are joints with two degrees of freedom, only the distance between Ti and 
Pi is fixed for a given position of the actuator wheel and is equal to the link length. Other degrees 
of freedom remain. Therefore the distance between Ti and B; is not fixed as a result , where for a 
standard Stewart Gough platform , this distance is fixed for a given actuator input (link length) . 
When all six wheels in the system are fixed however, the platform has no degrees of freedom left 
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(a) Schematic 3D view of !XI-Play. (b) Schemat ic top view of !XI-Play. 

Figure 4.1: Schematic view of IXI-Play. 

and therefore a desired configuration can be assigned by defining a certain rotation for all the 
wheels. To find out what wheel angles need to be set in order to arrive at a desired configuration, 
we want to derive an inverse kinematics algorithm that returns the wheel angles depending on the 
platform configuration. 
Consider again Figure 4.1. For a given configuration of the platform T , the 3D position of Ti 
w.r.t. X 8 , Y8 , Z 8 is known. Since the link connecting Ti and Pi is fixed in length, all the possible 
positions of Pi in 3D space are described by a sphere S with radius L, the link length. Note that 
in practice the link length is not exactly fixed because of the flexible hinges on either side of the 
links. However, this slight deviation in link length is neglected. A circle C circumscribing B i with 
radius r (wheel radius) defines all possible positions of the point Pi as wel!. This circle intersects 
the sphere at two positions in 3D space giving two solutions for the position of point Pi. But 
it only does so if IITi - Bill :S !IL + r!I. Otherwise the desired configuration is not feasible. To 
visualize this, take a look at Figure 4.2. Here the sphere S, the circle C and the two intersection 
points P0 , P0 .' are shown for a single link. 
In an analytica! way, this is described as follows. A circle in 3D space is formulated as (4.2). 
Here vector c is a vector pointing to the center of the circle. Vectors a and b are two unit vectors 
perpendicular to each other and to c and describe the plane the circle is lying in. 

x (0) = c1 + rcos(0)a 1 + rsin(0)b1 

y(0) = c2 + rcos(0)a2 + rsin(0)b2 

z (0) = c3 + rcos(0)a3 + rsin(0)b3 

(4.2) 

Furthermore a sphere can be described by (4.3), where x 8 , Ys , Z 8 are 3D coordinates presenting 
the center of the sphere and r equals the radius of the sphere. All values x, y, z that fulfill this 
equation are on the outer shell of the sphere. 

(4.3) 

Now all values x, y , z that !ie both on the sphere's shell and on the circle, represent intersections 
of the sphere and the circle. If we substitute (4.2) into (4.3) and move r 2 to the other side of the 
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Figure 4.2: A visualization of the sphere S intersecting with circle C 

equation, we get (4.4). 
0 = (ei + rcos(0)a i + rsin(0)b 1 - x 8 )2 + 

(c2 + rcos(0)a2 + r8'in(0) /J2 - y8 )2 + (4.4) 

(c3 + rcos(B)a3 + rsin(0)/J3 - z8 )2 - r 2 

For any given .x8 , Ys, z8 , solving the equation will resul t in an angle 0 t hat represents the angle 
on the circle where the intersection occurs. As can be seen from Figure 4.2 this are typically 
two angles. However, since a wheel in the system can only rotate for a maximum of 7r radians, 
either from i to 1 i or from - i to - 1 i, only one of the solut ions will be a feasible one for an 
actuator. Unfortunately, t here is no simple closed form solu t ion to equation (4.4). It can be solved 
using numerical approaches, but since we want to implement this inverse kinematics algorithm in 
a control loop it should be solved very fast. So now that the inverse kinematics are solved , the 
calculations need to be made fast. 

4.3 Approximation of the inverse kinematics algorithm 

To make the inverse kinematics equations fast , it is chosen to fit a polynomial model to the 
results and try to find a simpler and faster model. First a grid of data was created using Matlab 
and the inverse kinematics algorithm from (4.4). On an x, y , z grid of 15 x 15 x 15 all 0 values 
a re calculated . Data for one motor is shown in Figure 4.3. Since the data is four dimensional 
(x, y, z, 0), visualization is difficult. Therefore the following representation is chosen. At a fixed 
coordinate z a grid of size 15 x 15 of .x , y coordinates is created and the corresponding motor 
angles are calculated . This is done for 15 fixed values of z and the results are stacked in one plot . 
So every plane in Figure 4.3 represents data for a fixed z value white the actual height in the plot 
represents the motor angle. Since the planes don 't intersect , one can easily distinguish one plane 
from another and thus the four dimensional results can be shown in one single figure. The bounds 
on t he .x , y , z grid are chosen , such that most of the reachable workspace of the joint is covered . 
For example, because of the poles shown in Figure 2.2b, t he ring is not able to move more than 
16 mm in x or y direction from its normal position. The normal position is defined as the position 
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shown in Figure 2.2. I.e. the wheels are horizontal and make a zero angle with the x, y plane. 
Furthermore in the z direction movement is restricted to 24 mm. Thus, the grid in x, y direction 
has range [xnorm - 8 , Xnorm + 8] mm and [Ynorm - 8 , Ynorm + 8] mm while the grid in z direction 
has range [z norm - 12 , Znorm + 12] mm. Because of this reason one can also see that the bottom 
three planes in Figure 4.3 are not complete. The missing points are unfeasible points since here 
the sphere and circle do not intersect anymore. 
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Figure 4.3: Angles for motor O as a function of sphere center coordinates 

This data was then used to fit a model to. On each plane a 2D surface model was fitted using a 
second order function ( 4.5). 

(4.5) 

A resulting fit for a fixed z value of -1.34 mm from its normal position is shown in Figure 4.4. 
The shown plane represents the inverse kinematics result , while the red stars indicate the surface 
fit. After all surfaces are successfully fitted , the polynomial parameters Poo,P10,Po1 ,P11 ,P20 , Po2 
are plotted as a function of the z-coordinate to see how they change per plane. The results are 
shown in Figure 4.5 indicated by the blue stars. Again a polynomial is fitted to this data, so that 
the parameters P00 , P10 , P01 , P 11 , P20 , P02 can be predicted depending on the z coordinate. For 
this fit a 1D fourth order polynomial is used and the results are also shown in Figure 4.5 indicated 
by the red lines. 
After all fits are successful, a polynomial model is found that describes the inverse kinematics 
algorithm. The model is the same for each motor, only the parameter values are different. The 
complete model is given in (4.6) . For each motor 30 parameters are stored. The input to the model 
are the coordinates x 8 , Ys, z8 that describe the center of the sphere i.e . the link joint position on 
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t he moving platform . The output is t he corresponding motor angle. 

Poo = P1z; + P2 z; + P:1z; + P4 Zs + Ps 

Pio = p5z; + p7z; + Psz; + P9Zs + P1 0 

Poi = Pi 1z; + P12z; + P1 3z; + P14Zs + P is 

P20 = Pl6z_; + P17 z; + P1sz; + P1 9Zs + P20 

P11 = P21 z; + P22z; + P23 z; + P24 Zs + P2s 

P02 = p25 z; + Pnz; + P2sz; + P29 Zs + P3o 

(4.6) 

Altogether , suppose we now want to describe a configuration for the pla tform with position 
Xe, Ye , Ze and orientation O'. e , /3e , 'Ye· The position indicates t he 3D position of t he point to be 
controlled (PTC) which is indicated in Figure 4.6 and corresponds with t he center of mass of the 
top ring. lts coordinates are expressed in frame X rF, YrF, ZrF - This frame is fixed in 3D space, 
while frame X r , Yr, Zr is moving with the top ring of the platform. When the platform is in its 
normal position as shown in Figure 2.2, the two frames X r , Yr , Zr and X rF , YrF , ZrF coincide 
and thus the position of the PTC with respect to frame X r, Yr, Zr equals [ü; O; Oj. In Figure 4.6 
the platform is set to a posit ion of [3; 3; 3] mm and orientat ion [:fu; ;6 ; ; 6 ] rad·ians defined as a roll , 
pitch yaw rotation. First rrF; ,;, = 0 ... 5, t he 3D posit ions of Ti with respect to X r F, YrF, ZrF 
need to be determined . r;r, the positions of T, with respect to X r , Yr , Zr are fixed and known and 
thus T7" F can be found using a coordina te transformation ( 4. 7) with transformation matrix ( 4.8). 
Note that in (4.8) cos(0 ) and s-in (0 ) are replaced by ce and se respectively for ease of notation. 

- C0 ,. S-y , + S0 , . S /3 ,. C-y,. 

Co, . C-y, + So, . s13, S-y, 
So, . C13" 

0 

12 

S0 , S-y, + Co, S!3, C-y, 

- s0 , . C-y, + c0 , s13,. s-y, 
Co , C13, 

0 

(4. 7) 

(4.8) 
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Fig ure 4 .5: polynomial parameters as a function of z with fourth order polynomial fit 

Now that all T{F are known, one can substitute the coordinates of each T{F in (4.6) with 
the corresponding motor parameters and find the corresponding motor angles . For this given 
configuration the corresponding motor angles read: 

[00 , ... ,05] = [0.31, 0.17, 0.33, 0.43, 0.19, -0.038] radians (4.9) 

4.4 Validation of the inverse kinematics algorithm 

Now that an approximation to the inverse kinematics is created, it would be useful to address 
its performance. So whenever the motor angles are calculated using (4.6), how much does the 
final configuration of the platform using these motor angles, deviate from the original desired 
configuration. An attempt is made to evaluate this performance. The IXI-Play platform itself is 
lacking sensors to accurately measure the configuration of the platform. Only sensors for motor 
angles are present. Therefore the SimMechanics model from chapter 3 is used for validation instead. 
As stated by [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12), the forward kinematics of a parallel type manipulator are difficult. 
Especially with this type of manipulator where a certain actuator input does not directly define 
the distance IITi - Bi ll, the forward kinematics are hard. Since the forward kinematics are not 
required in the motion contra! software of IXI- P lay, there is no necessity for a real t ime forward 
kinematics model. The SimMechanics model is able to perform forward kinematics off line, so 
this model is used instead for analysis of the inverse kinematics performance. One can define the 
motor angles in the model and with the use of a body sensor black, the resulting configuration of 
the platform can be retrieved. Applying this approach toa wide range of platform configurations 
gives insight in the inverse kinematics performance. In chapter 5 the reachable workspace for 
the IXI-Play platform is addressed. For this a grid in bath x, y, z space and a , /3 , 'Y is created 
on which the feasibility of all configurations is tested. From this massive grid almost 185,000 
feasible configurations are discovered. From all these feasible configurations, 1000 configurations 
are randomly chosen to test the inverse kinematics algorithm on. At each configuration the error 
in x , y , z, a, {3 , 'Y is calculated as the difference between the desired configuration and the result of 
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Figure 4. 6 : The IXI-Play platform in a desired configuration . 

the forward kinematics calculation of the SimMechanics model. The resulting errors are shown in 
histograms in Figure 4. 7. As can be seen, 95 % of all posit ion errors is smaller than 1 rnm and 
95 % of all rotation errors is smaller than 0.025 rad or 1.4 deg. So it can clearly be stated that 
the configuration errors due to the inverse kinematics approximation are small. For the spectator 
these small errors are almost unnoticeable. Therefore the inverse kinematics approximation is 
accepted to implement in the software. 
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Fig ure 4 .7: Error distributions for 1000 inverse kinematics calculations. 
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Chapter 5 

Workspace 

Identifying the reachable workspace of the platform is useful and demanded for several reasons[13, 
14, 15]. When identified, one can evaluate how the platform can move and what movements it 
cannot do. Furthermore, for robustness reasons several end supports are included in the design. 
If designed correctly, all limitations on the reachable workspace should come from these supports 
and not from limitations of the mechanism . If the mechanism would put limits on the workspace, 
it means that the user could directly put loads on the mechanism and possibly damage it . So 
identifying the reachable workspace validates the mechanica! design at the same time. 

5.1 Workspace identification 

For identifying the reachable workspace of the platform, a series of feasibility tests is evaluated on 
a large set of configurations in 6D space (x, y , z , a, (3, "f). The following tests are evaluated: 

• Check if the top ring if free from intersection with the top or bottom support 

• Check if the support tubes are inside the corresponding holes in the top ring 

• Check if the links are free of intersections with the axes covering 

• Check if the angles the links make with the top ring are within a feasible range 

• Check if the angles of the wheels are within a feasible range 

Whenever all tests pass, the configuration is considered feasible and stored as such. If one of the 
tests fail, it is stored as a failed configuration and what test made it fail. This way afterwards it 
can be analyzed why configurations are rejected. The individual tests work as follows . 

Top or bottom support intersection 

The top ring cannot be inside the top or bottom support of course. This test verifies if this is the 
case. This is clone using the inhull() function in Matlab (16] . This function tests if a set of points 
is within a convex hul!. The convex huil of a set X of points in Euclidean space is the smallest 
convex set that contains X. When we define the top and bottom support by such convex hulls 
and define the top ring by a set of points , we can test whether these points are within the convex 
hulls. If so, the configuration is considered unfeasible. Figure 5.1 shows two test situations. One 
where the configurat ion is feasible according to this test and one where it is unfeasible. As can be 
seen the top and bottom support consist of eight convex hulls in total which are shown in different 
colors for clarity. The moving ring is represented by six rings . These rings represent the top and 
bottom edges of the three holes in the moving ring. These edges are the first part of the moving 
ring to intersect with the supports. The outer edges of the moving ring could also intersect with 
the supports in extreme configurations, but in this case the ring will already have to intersect with 
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one or more of the three support tubes and thus this configuration is already classified unfeasible. 

(a) Feasible configurat ion. (b) Unfeasib le configu rat ion since the rings intersect 
w ith the bottom suppor t. 

Figure 5.1: Check for intersections with top and bottom supports using convex hulls. 

Support tubes intersection 

To test whether the moving top ring intersects with one or more of the three support tubes, a 
similar test using the inhull() function is evaluated. Although this test is evaluated solely on the 
x, y plane. Without any intersections, all three tubes should have their x, y coordinates lying 
within the corresponding circles. If one of the tubes is partially outside of its corresponding circle, 
t he configuration is classified unfeasible. For this test, the six circles representing the edges of 
the three holes in the moving top ring are each a 2D convex huil. The points representing the 
three support tubes should all be in their corresponding huil for a feasible configuration. Figure 
5.2 shows two situations again , where the blue circles represent the six edges and the black circles 
represent the support tubes. The first situation shows all tubes are within their corresponding 
huil , the second situation shows one support tube partially outside one of its hulls. This tube is 
shown in red and the configuration is classified unfeasible. Note that in Figure 5.2a only three 
circles are visible since there was no rotation a or f3 applied and thus the bottom three edges 
coincide with the top three edges . 

Link axes covering intersection 

On top of the wheel axes sits a piece of plastic functioning as a support as wel!. It limits the 
rotation of a wheel. Since a wheel is not fully circular but only half, the piezo motor could push 
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(a) Feasible configurat ion. (b) Unfeasible configuration since one of the tubes 
in tersects with a top ring edge. 

Figure 5.2: Check for intersections with support tubes. 

the wheel too far until it looses contact with the wheel. To avoid this, the a.xes covering limits the 
wheel rotation. However , in some extreme configurations one of the links could possibly intersect 
with this covering. Such a situation is shown in Figure 5.3b where the intersecting link is shown 
in red, while Figure 5.3a shows a normal feasible situation. For a known configuration the 3D 
position of the two joints of a link are known. A 3D line can thus be defined between these points. 
Another 3D line is defined as the a.xis of rotation for the wheel. Whenever the shortest 3D distance 
between these two lines becomes too small , i.e . smaller than the radius of a link plus the radius 
of the a.xes covering, the configuration is considered unfeasible. 

(a) Feasible configuration. (b) Unfeasible configuration because one link inter
sects with an axis covering. 

Figure 5.3: Check for intersections of links with a.xes covering. 

Link angles with top ring 

The links are connected to the top moving ring by a flexible and a rotational joint and thus obtain 
two rotational degrees of freedom. However , these angles cannot be beyond certain limits. On 
one hand because they would intersect with the top ring. On the other hand because the flexible 
joint provides a limited rotation. Thus, for each configuration tested, these angles need to be 
within the feasible range. The flex-angle , as defined in Figure 5.4a has a range of [-¾, f]. The 
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ring-angle, which is defined in Figure 5.4a as well has range [-~, H Figure 5.4b shows two 
unfeasible positions for the links because of these angles being beyond the defined limi ts. 

(a) Defintion of t he rin g-angle and fiex-angle. (b) Tuo unfeasible positions for the li nks because of 
wrong angles in the joints. 

Figure 5.4: Angles between links and top moving ring. 

Wheel angles 

The final test simply classifies a configuration unfeasible when the angles of the motor wheels are 
too big. When these angles a re outside of t he range [-;, ; ] the piezo motor would lose contact 
with the motor wheel and thus t his situation is not desi;.ed -,md classified as unfeasible too. 

5.2 Results 

Using these tests, a configuration can be classified either feasible or unfeasible. All feasib le con
fi gurations together are defined as the reachable workspace of the platform. To define a finit e 
number of configurations to test , a grid of test configurations is created. T he 6D grid is spli t 
in two. First a 3D position grid is created. It is known that when no rotations are applied , 
the platform has a maximum displacement of 16 ·,nm in both x and y direction and a maximum 
displa.cement of 24 m,rn, in z direction. With rota.tions applied, these maximum displa.cements 
become smaller , so the griel is set to a. maximum size of [- 8, 8] mm in x , y direction sta.rting from 
the norma.l configura.t ion and [- 12, 12] mm in z direction. In each direction the griel is divided in 
15 equa.lly spa.eed points , resulting in a. grid with 15 x 15 x 15 = 3375 possible positions in 3D spa.ce. 

Furthermore, on ea.ch position another griel is crea.ted defining t he rota.tions to test. Rotations, 
described as roll , pitch , ya.w rotations cannot exceed ¾ rad, around either the :r; , y or z axis be
cause of the support structure. Therefore on each point in the position grid , a rotation griel is 
created with angles of range[- %, f] rad and split in 15 equally spaced values about all three axes. 
Resulting in 3375 rotations to test on each position and thus 11 ,390,625 possible configurations 
in total to test. 

After running all tests a big set of possible configurations is the result . Since the results are 
six dimensional , visualizing t hem is difficult. Therefore the configuration grid is split in a position 
and rotation grid for visualization. T he positional reachable workspace is shown in Figure 5.5a. 
This is a t hree dimensional point cloud showing all feasib le positions for the platform with zero 
rotation. For visua lization purposes the color of the points is linked to their z value. The plot 
is created in Matlab and made interactive. Whenever a user selects a point from the cloud, all 
feasible rotations are indicated by orienta.tion vectors, representing the normal vector to t he top 
face of t he moving ring. Figure 5.5b shows such a rotation workspace. Figure 5.5c shows another 
rotation workspace from a point close to the position workspace boundary. It is clearly visible 
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X 
(a) Position workspace as point 
cloud . 

(b) A rotation workspace at one 
point from the position point 
cloud. 

(c) Another rotation workspace 
from a point close to the position 
workspace boundary. 

Figure 5 .5: Reachable workspace split in reachable position and reachable orientation workspace. 

that the number of feasible rotations is significantly smaller here. 
Now that the reachable workspace is known, one can get a good feeling of the limitations of the 
platform with the visualization tool as shown in Figure 5.5. Analyzing the results of all the tests 
also revealed that the support structure is responsible for almost all the unfeasible configurations. 
There were still some configurations classified unfeasible by other tests, hut either support collision 
tests classified them unfeasible as well, or the top moving ring was so close to the support structure 
that the support collision tests did not classify the configuration unfeasible due to numerical issues. 
This is a good results since it verifies that the support structure will limit all movements of the 
platform and thus the user is not able to directly put loads on the motor mechanisms with the 
possibility of damaging these. Furthermore another visualization tool is developed in Matlab 
were the trajectory of a user developed motion is visualized and checked for feasibility. The user 
can thus tests its trajectories off line. See how they perform and make sure that the path is 
feasible. One could think of a feasibility check running on line that constantly checks the current 
path for collisions and re-plan or stop the movement if necessary. However because of the high 
computational load for this check and the ease of checking the path off line, it is chosen not to 
implement this on line check. 
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Chapter 6 

Data acquisition and system 
identification 

6.1 Data acquisition 

The real time inverse kinema.tics approach as described in 4.3 is implemented in C on an MBED 
micro-controller [1 7]. This micro-controller is connected to a custom developed amplifier board 
which in its turn powers the motors of the platform. The used micro-controller , the mbed NXP 
LPC1768 , is based on a 32-bit ARM@ Cortex™-M3 processor running at 96 Mh.z . The board 
has a few possibilities for communication to a computer. For testing, analyzing and for system 
identification it is demanded that one can acquire data from the mirco-controller and more specif
ically, controller signa.Is in real time. For system identification for example using the indirect three 
point measurement , three signa.Is have to be acquired for each motor. The control loop runs at 
500 H z and the signa.Is are of an integer data type ( 4 bytes large). Which means that according 
to (6.1) every second at least 36 , 000 bytes have to be transmitted. 

3 values x 4 bytes x 6 ·motors x 500 H z = 36000 bytes/sec (6.1) 

In every data frame also a header is inserted which requires a total of 38, 000 bytes to be send 
every second. This requires the transfer speed to be 304,000 bps. An easy way to communicate 
to a host computer is by a serial connection. Therefore the highest serial baudrate on the MBED 
should be selected which is 921600 baud. Unfortunately it turned out that the MBED was too 
slow for this purpose. Solely transferring data at this speed is feasible , but the MBED requires 
way more processing time for the rest of the program. I.e. the control loop and communication 
to the amplifier 's FPGA. Several setups have been tested, including using the USB port of the 
MBED and configuring it as a USB-HID device. But they failed due to problems with the rest of 
the software. In the end the following setup turned out to work . A second MBED is connected 
using an SPI connection. Setting the SPI registers doesn 't take as much processing time as sending 
serial signa.Is and is therefore much fa.ster. All data is transferred to the second MBED via SPI 
and the second MBED on its turn sends the data via a high speed serial connection ( 921600 baud) 
to the host computer. Data collection at the host computer is clone by a Matlab program. Matlab 
can easily communicate with serial devices. The program is constantly filling a big buffer with 
serial data and if wanted it displays this data in graphs every set timespan as can be seen in Figure 
6.1. This figure shows the signa.Is during an identification experiment of motor 0. The columns 
in this figure correspond to the six motors while the rows indicate the different signa.Is that are 
being measured. The first row with the red signa.Is shows the error signa.Is for each motor. The 
second row with the blue signa.Is shows the noise signa.Is that are injected. The last row with the 
green signa.Is shows the plant input signa.Is. The plant input is defined as the controller output 
signa! plus the injected noise signa!. 
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Figure 6.1: Measurement signals during identification experiment of motor 0. 

6 .2 System identification 

The plant to be identified could be considered a 6 x 6 MIMO system. The 6 inputs are then the 
motor angles and the 6 outputs the position and orientation of frame Xr , Yr, Zr. However, it is 
chosen to handle the system as six individual SISO systems, with the motor input to the wheel 
motors as input signa! and the wheel rotation as output. There are no sensors in the platform 
to directly measure the position and orientation of frame Xr, Yr , Zr. The configuration can be 
measured indirectly by measuring the wheel angles and applying forward kinematics . However , 
as stated in section 4.4, such an algorithm is chosen not to derive for this platform. There are 
several reasons for this. First , as described in section 4.2 the inverse kinematics of a parallel type 
manipulator are relatively easy to solve. For this compact platform however they are harder and 
for real time performance an approximation of the inverse kinematics problem is derived. The 
forward kinematics will be even harder to solve and again need an approximation for real time 
performance, since these have to be calculated every controller time step. So one could argue how 
precise the actual configuration can be determined by an approximation of the forward kinemat
ics. Furthermore, the movements the platform needs to make do not need a very high precision. 
IXI-Play 's moves need to look good and smooth, but a little deviation from its trajectory will not 
or hardly be visible to the user. More important is the amount of noise produced by the motors. 
For the end user noise is very annoying and should therefore be limited as much as possible. It 
is therefore of great interest to know what the wheels and motors are doing. Finally the system 
shows very little interaction. lf one wheel is actuated, all other wheels hardly move because the 
piezo motors on the other wheels have a breaking effect when not actuated. It is therefore more 
easy and chosen to control six individual SISO systems instead. 

One such SISO system consists of a wheel, actuated by a piezo motor. The input to the system 
is the input to the piezo motor. The piezo motor is actuated by a pwm signa! at either ±80 kHz 
or ±100 kHz. The pwm signa! has a maximum duty cycle of 50%. With a maximum duty 
cycle the elliptical movement of the tip of the piezo motor is maxima!. Lowering the duty cycle 
makes the piezo crystal in the motor "push" the motor less and thus results in smaller elliptical 
movements. Effectively this results in a lower speed of the wheel. See for example Figure 6.2 for 
two of these pwm signals. According to Elliptec [3] the motors can be actuated in several ways. 
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One technique is to always send a maximum duty cycle signa) to the motor but switch the signa! 
on and off. Actually this resembles extrapolating a second pwm signa) on a larger time scale. This 
method however is chosen no to use since the larger time scale pwm signa) has frequencies that are 
typically within the audible frequency range and thus produce noise. Another technique is again to 
always steer the motors with a maximum duty cycle signa!, but change the frequency of the pwm 
signal. As can be seen in Figure 2.4, the speed of the motor will change with different frequencies. 
However , the relat ion between pwm frequency and motor speed is not linear[18]. Furthermore 
steering the motors at different inefficient frequencies introduces unnecessary heat in the motors. 
It is thus chosen to always keep the optima! pwm frequency but change the duty cycle of this 
signa! accordingly. Although this method is not described by Elliptec, it is believed that this is 
the optima) control strategy for this system. On the wheels a reflective strip with slots is placed to 
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Figure 6.2: PWM signals for the piezo motor. 
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create an optica! encoder and provide position feedback. The optica! encoder has a resolution of 
0.005 rad or 0.29 deg. So the input to a SISO system is the duty cycle of the steer signa) and the 
output is the angle of the motor. With this setup six identification measurements are performed . 
A simple controller is plugged into the system which solely consists of a proportional gain with 
gain factor 15. Every experiment , all wheels get a reference signa) of zero . After the controller 
a noise signa) is injected but only to the motor of interest . Finally the noise signa! n, t he error 
signals e and the plant input signals u are measured . The complete configuration for one motor is 
schematically shown in Figure 6.3. The experiment is repeated for each motor only changing the 
motor at which the noise signa) is injected . 

Figure 6.3: Setup for system identification. 

Using all signals from a ll experiments a full MIMO transfer matrix can be identified. This way 
interactions can be studied . The full MIMO transfer matrix G is given by (6.2), with S = ~ the 
sensitivity and PS = - ,Ï the process sensitivity. The transfer matrix G of size 6 x 6 describes the 
transfer of all inputs u i, i = 1...6 to each output Yi, i = 1...6. For each element of G t he transfer 
functions S and PS have to be determined using Matlab 's tfestimate() function. A Hanning 
window is applied to the data with a frame size of 1024 points and 512 points overlap. With the 
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sample frequency of 500 H z this results in a frequency resolution of i50°2°4 ~ 0.5 H z . 

Y = GU, with G = s- 1 p5 (6.2) 

The resulting transfer matrices are included in Appendix C for clarity. As can be seen from the 
transfer matrix in Appendix C.3, the interact ion is very limited. This can be visualized even 
clearer by means of the Relative Gain Array (RGA) matrix. The RGA is defined as (6.3) , with o 
being the Hadamard product, or element wise multiplication. 

RGA(G) = A(G) ~Go (c- 1f (6.3) 

The RGA can be evaluated at each frequency and the result is shown in Appendix C.4. Whenever 
the diagonal terms of the RGA are equal to one, the MIMO system is properly decoupled. As can 
be seen this is mostly the case. Apparently at 15 - 20 H z there is a little interference between the 
motors and furthermore there is some interact ion between motors 4 and 5 (The last two entries 
in the matrix, since we start counting at zero). This most probably has to do with the current 
design of IXI-Play's head. In the front of it's head a lot of electronics are mounted like the camera 
and oled-displays. This makes the head heavy in the front and this results in a pulling force on 
motors 4 and 5 in the back of the platform. Therefore they show more interaction, but still the 
diagonal terms are dominant here. With this results it can be concluded that the system has 
indeed very little interaction and thus it should be feasible to consider it as six SISO systems to 
control. Figure 6.4 shows the bode plots of all six motors together in one figure. One can see 
that there is some variation in the frequency responses of the individual motors. So during control 
design one should keep this in mind and take care of the robustness margins. The frequency 
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response makes one think of a mass-spring-damper system with near critica! damping. At least 
up to 10 H z the frequency responses resemble such a system. 
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Chapter 7 

Feedback controller and feedforward 
design 

7 .1 Feedback cont roller design 

After system ident ification a controller will be designed. A single controller with sufficient robust
ness margins will be designed to use for each motor. A modulus margin of l\ J l\J < 6 dB , phase 
margin P 1\1 > 30 deg and gain margin G l\J > 10 dB . The controller design will be performed on 
a nomina! system. T he nomina! system is considered to be the mean of the six ident ified systems 
shown in Figure 6.4. F igure 7. 1 shows these frequency responses again wi th the nomina! plant 
plotted over it. The nomina] plant is used during loopshaping to design a controller. First to fil ter 
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F igure 7 .1: The nomina] plant as the mean of six identified frequency responses. 
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out the high frequency noise , a first order low pass filter is introduced. The pole of the low pass 
filter is placed at 30 H z . The gain is increased to a factor of 650 and correspondingly a lead filter 
is added to gain phase around the cross over frequency of 10 H z with a zero at 1f Hz and its pole 
at 10 * 3 H z . The transfer function of the controller is therefore equal to: 

C 
8 

_ 31.04s + 650 
( ) - 2.814e5s2 + 0.01061s + 1 

(7.1) 

Discretization of the controller using Tustin 's method with a sample frequency of 500 H z leads to: 

Cd(z) = 797z
2 + 32.7z - 764.3 

z2 - l.366z + 0.4662 
(7.2) 

The frequency response of the discretized controller together with the frequency response of the 
continuous time controller are shown in Figure 7.2. As can be seen the discrete time controller 
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Figure 7.2: Controller frequency response in continuous time and discrete time. 

is a good approximation up to a frequency of 100 H z . For higher frequencies the discrete time 
controller shows significantly more roll-off. The phase loss at higher frequencies is limited however, 
so the discretization will only cause more suppression of high frequency noise. With the controller 
applied, the continuous time open loop frequency responses are shown in Figure 7.3. As can be 
observed, the achieved bandwidth is around 10 H z. Figure 7.4 shows the Nyquist plots of the 
continuous time open loop systems. As can be observed all systems are stable with sufficient 
margins. 

7.2 Controller implementation 

The designed controller as introduced in section 7.1 is implemented in the software on the MBED 
micro controller in C code. Since the piezo motors have a maximum duty cycle of 50 %, the 
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Fig ure 7.3 : Open loop bodeplots of a ll controlled systems. 

controller output is saturated in software at this maximum. With the controllers implemented 
in software some test were run. Figure 7.5 shows the step response of the system. The system 
is positioned out of its norrnal configuration and suddenly the normal configuration is set as a 
reference for the controllers. This corresponds to a reference of O deg for all motors. As can be 
seen from the figure, the system reacts quick without overshoot. Although a statie error remains . 
The maximum error here is 2.5 deg. \Vhich corresponds to 9 encoder counts with the current 
encoder resolution. It could be considered to add an integrator to the controller to improve low 
frequent behavior and minimize the steady state error. However it is not chosen to do so. From 
visual feedback it is noticed that the 2.5 deg error is not noticeable at all to the human eye looking 
at the movements of the robot. Furthermore an extra integrator makes some movements look 
weird to the spectator. Some movements could bui ld up a slight drift from the reference trajec
tory and the integrator makes the movement suddenly jump to the reference trajectory because 
of the integrator 's wind up. For the spectator this looks weird and thus a smooth movement which 
slightly deviates from the reference trajectory is more pleasant to the eye. Finally the sudden 
jumps that occur due to the integrator control action can introduce extra noise which is again un
pleasant to the spectator. Therefore the current feedback control scheme is considered sat isfactory. 

However , defin itely a remark should be noted here. Especially with more complex or fast 
movements it appeared that the controllers saturated rather quickly. I.e. the maximum duty cycle 
of 50% was applied often. This resu lts in worse tracking behavior and more noise since the piezo 
motor should actually supply more power but is slipping instead . One should therefore be critica! 
in designing complex motion profiles. To improve this behavior one could consider to chose more 
powerful actuators or change the wheel diameter. The Jatter results in more torque but a reduction 
of speed . Another consideration should be to lower the mass of the head as much as possible by 
choosing lighter electronics. 
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Figure 7.4: Nyquist plots of all controlled systems. 

7 .3 Feedforward design 

To increase controller performance, a feedforward signa! can be added to the control scheme. 
Especially for movements with high accelerations, a feedforward signa! is a pleasant addition, 
since it already steers the system in the right direction before a feedback error could build up . 
Furthermore, a higher controller gain makes the system follow the reference trajectory more closely, 
but the controller output is a result of the error signa!. Because of the limited encoder resolution, 
the error will have an evident staircase like profile. A controller with high feedback gain will 
therefore introduce a control signa! with an amplified staircase profile and thus introduce noise 
again to the system. With a smooth feedforward signa! however, this extra noise is not introduced, 
while the feedback error can be reduced when tuned properly. In genera! a feedforward signa! is 
implemented as shown in Figure 7.6. This is the ideal case, where the feedforward signa! is 
constructed by passing the reference signa! r through the inverse of the plant c- 1 . The exact 
transfer c-1 however is difficult to derive and most probably unstable. It is therefore chosen 
to derive a stable estimation of c - 1 . Starting with the nomina! plant as shown in Figure 7.1 , 
which is simply a system of type FRD in Matlab. Which stands for Frequency Response Data 
and is a vector of complex numbers, representing the frequency responses evaluated at a defined 
vector of frequencies. Taking the inverse of these complex numbers , one arrives at an FRD which 
describes the frequency response of the inverse system. As noticed before in 6.2, the identified 
systems resemble a mass-spring-damper system with near critica! damping. Such a system is a 
second order system. Therefore it is first tried to fit a second order stable system to this inverse 
frequency response. The result is shown in Figure 7. 7 as the red dashed line. The result is not 
really satisfactory and therefore the same fit is tried again using a third order approximation. This 
result is shown in Figure 7. 7 also as the green dashed line and is way more pleasing. Therefore 
the third order fit is chosen to be used instead. Up to a frequency of 10 H z, which is also the 
bandwidth of the feedback system, the fit resembles the inverse system wel!. The order of the fit is 
chosen to be as low as possible to keep the processing time on the micro controller to a minimum. 
The transfer function of the inverse fit is equal to: 

0
_ 1 ( 

8
) ~ 2830s3 + 8.091e04s2 + 3. 739e06s + l. 369e07 

s3 + 31.03s2 + 7941s + 6.291e04 
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Figure 7 .5 : Step response of the IXI-Play platform. 

Figure 7.6: Genera! feedforward control scheme. 

Discretized using Tustin 's method gives: 

c- J ( z ) ;:::: 2805z3 
- 8245z2 + 8089z - 2649 

d z3 - 2.909z2 + 2.85z - 0.9401 
(7.4) 

The obtained feedforward model is implemented in the micro controller software as wel!. To test its 
performance a trajectory is created. The head should follow a circle shaped path on the xy-plane 
at a frequency of 1 H z . The trajectories for the motors therefore result in sinusoid signals. Figure 
7.8a shows this trajectory and the plant output without the feedforward signa! applied . Figure 
7.8b shows the same trajectory but with the feedforward signa! enabled. It can be seen that the 
tracking performance is increased, especially at points where the direction of movement changes. 
Another possible improvement would be to model the effect of the flexible body and the inertia of 
the head. The effect of these two factors on the system are almost unknown but are expected to 
be of great importance. Modeling these goes beyond the scope of this thesis but would definitely 
be a complement to the current control scheme. 
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Chapter 8 

Increasing the optica! encoder 
resolution 

As noticed in previous sections , the resolution of the optica! encoders on the wheels is limi ted to 
0.005 rad or 0.29 deg. The encoder quantization is actually significantly present in measurements 
as can be seen in Figures 7.8 and 7.5. Higher resolution encoders are more expensive which is 
not desired for this platform, since it should sell as a consumer product in the end. For control 
purposes however , a higher encoder resolution is desired . Especially for the reduction of noise 
this higher resolution is desi red as described in section 7.3. A possible solution therefore is to 
artificially increase the encoder resolution by means of software. Increasing the encoder resolution 
by means of time stamping is such a method [19, 20]. The basic idea is to store a series of so 
called encoder-events and fit a low order polynomial function through these points. With the fitted 
polynomial function the encoder value at a current time step can be predicted by extrapolating 
the found polynomial function. 

8.1 Algorithm 

The time stamping method first stores a series of encoder events. An encoder event is the pair 
(t1,; , xk) with t1,; being the time of an encoder pulse transition and x 1,; the corresponding position 
value. The index k indicates the encoder event number. Figure 8. 1 shows the time stamping 
concept graphically. One transition is shown and so is the stored encoder event. The number of 

... - ... • . . . - . -1- •... . 

Xk - - - . .. -

' ' - . - - - - • - -/ - L - - real 
: ' 1 - - - - - - - '. Î - - r - ■ quantized 

- - -lil ---L - • event 
' 1 

► 

Figure 8.1: Timestamping concept. 
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stored encoder events n is tunable and depends on the setup. After capturing n encoder events, a 
low order polynomial function is fitted through the encoder events by means of the least squares 
method. Form, the order of the polynomial fit, at least n ~ m encoder events have to be occurred. 
Let Po , ... , Pm be the polynomial coefficients, t1 , ... , tn the encoder event time stamps and x 1 , ... , Xn 

t he encoder event posit ion values. Next define matrix A and vectors P, B as: 

(8.1) 

For n = m an exact fit is made through the encoder events, for n > m the over-determined system 
of linear equations to be solved equals: 

AP = B (8.2) 

The least squares method is then defined as: 

(8.3) 

As suggested by [19], LU-factorization without pivoting is used to solve this system in real time. 
When solved , the found polynomial function is used to predict a position value by means of 
extrapolation. The estimated position Xe at time te is then calculated by: 

(8.4) 

8.2 Results 

The algorithm is first tested off line. A 2 H z sinusoid signa! is quantized and tried to estimate 
using the time stamping method. It is chosen to fit a 2nd order polynomial through the last 5 
encoder events. The result is shown in Figure 8.2a. The algorithm is implemented in the software 
as well. The result of the experiment on the setup is shown in Figure 8.2b. Clearly the signa! is still 
not smooth all the way, however it is much more fluent compared to the quantized encoder signal. 
The maximum error of this time stamping method is equal to the maximum quantization error. 
Furthermore, since the estimation is extrapolated, there is no lag introduced by the method. This 
makes it a very satisfactory method to use for art ificially increasing the encoder resolution. In terms 
of noise, especially with slow moving trajectories where the staircase profile of the quantized signals 
is more obvious, it is desirable to include the time stamping method since it significant ly reduces 
noise. A problem arises however since the calculation time on the micro controller sometimes 
exceeds the 2 ms with all software described so far. This means that the control loop will not 
have a fixed sampling time of 500 H z and the timing of the system is uncertain . The MBED, the 
currently used micro controller is especially chosen for its ease to program. The final design of 
IXI-Play will certainly have another faster micro controller embedded. But while implementing, 
one should be careful and make sure that the micro controller is fast enough and the processing 
time never exceeds 2 ms. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions and future work 

This thesis is aimed at t he mot ion control of the !XI-Play platform . Conclusions and recommen
dations are given in this chapter. 

9.1 Conclusions 

For this project it was asked to develop: 

• A real-time inverse kinematics algorithm 

• Ident ify the reachable workspace of the platform 

• Design cont rol algori thms that let the robot move smoothly and as quiet as possible 

Chapter 4 explains how the inverse kinematics of the !XI-Play platform are derived and how an 
approximation to this inverse kinematics is developed for real-time performance. After validation 
the approximation proved to be useful since it is fast and only has small errors. The posit ional 
errors of the platform are smaller then 1 mm in 95% of the cases while the rotational error is 
smaller than 1.4 deg in 95% of the cases. These lit tle deviations are hardly visible to t he eye of 
the spectator and acceptable for the !XI-Play platform. The inverse kinematics approximation is 
fast enough to run real-time in the 500 H z cont rol loop. 

The reachable workspace identification is t reated in chapter 5 together with the results. It is 
verified that the supporting structure responsible for the unfeasible configurations which means 
that the platform is robust, since the user cannot directly put loads on the actuator systems. 
Furthermore a visualization is made to show the reachable workspace and a simulator is created 
to simulate and verify the feasibility of mot ions off line. 

In chapter 7 the design of the feedback controller and feedforward is shown. First the system 
was ident ified and with this information a controller and feedforward was designed. The t racking 
behavior of the system proved to be sufficient and noise was kept to a minimum. In chapter 8 a 
method to increase the optica! encoder resolution by means of software is adopted to even fur ther 
reduce noise. 

9.2 Future work 

As stated in section 7.2, the actuators saturate often when complex or fast motion profiles are 
given to the system . This should definitely be a point of attention for future work. Several options 
can be investigated . For example changing the used actuators or the wheels to deliver more power 
with the eventual loss of actuator speed. Furthermore keeping the mass of the head and especially 
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the electronics in the head to a minimum is of great importance. 

Another interesting research project is the development of models that describe the influence 
of inertia of the moving head and the force delivered by the flexible body to the system. The 
Jatter could both help or counteract movements of the platform but could possibly be of great 
importance in the control strategy of the platform. 

A last remark is about the timing on the micro controller. The MBED , the micro controller 
currently used because of its ease to program has too little resources for all software developed. 
Since the MBED will not be the micro controller of choice in the final IXI-Play platform, attention 
should be payed to the computational power of the micro controller . 
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X15G Data sheet 

Gener ill Des< 11pt1on 

This small, inexpensive piezoelectric motor has been desi
gned for precision and responsiveness . lt has a broad, varia
bie speed range and can operate almost noise-free. 

Moto, Cha1xti:11st1cs 

f-cJturcs 
• High resolution: < 10 µm 
• Ul tra light : 1.2 g 
• Highly responsive: 0 to v

0 
in 100 µs 

• Rugged envi ronment compatible 
• Vacuum compatible 

1U1u k 1 (LHH!IIO!l L' rlV ll (J l l!t' lll .tl 1 011d1tio11~, TA - 2 5 ( uni t ·~, u th,·t Wl'>I.' !IU!t•tl : tu r 111/J! I' dt'l,111 , V ' ( ' m o 1tJt l!l<illll ,t l . ) 

Symbol Parameter Ratings Units Notes 

miri t y p ma x. 

,, No •Load Speed J00 350 550 mm /s Measur ed w1th standard dri ver e lec t ronics 

Acceleration to Ma x. Speed with Mass of 1.5g ms Depends on accelerated mass. here: 1. 5g fsee fig . 1) 

r, Unpowcrcd Holding Force 0 5 0.8 1.1 N Slide 1 01 1 otor ma tcrla l IXEF 1032 / PF 7595 

F, Maximum 8locklng Force 200 300 500 mN Stlder or rotor mater1al IXEF 1032. / Pf 7595 

~m., Ma x Opcralmg Force ,~ IO0mm/s 100 200 350 mN Slidc, or rotor matcria l IXEf 1032 / Pr 7595 

,,.. Ma x. Opcrating Force @ 200mm/s 25 100 200 mN Slidcr or rotor matcrial IXEF 1032 / PF 7595 

M, Btocking Torquc (~ 20mm Whccl 5 ml-lm Ocpends on whccl diameter. here: 20mm 

Operatlng Torque Cil 20mm Wheel @ 95.Srpm 3.5 mNm Oepends on wheel diameter. here: 20mm 

M,, Operating Torquc rl 20mm Whcel (~ 19 lr pm 0.25 mNm Ocpcnds on whcel diamet er. hei<': 20mm ,,_ Forward Frequency (i, v _, 77 81 84 kHz Temperature dependent, see fD 

'~, .... Backward Frcqucncy \? v,..,. 9] 98 108 kH z Tcmp<'ratur<' dependcnt , sec f0 

Frequency Resolutlon 0.2 0.6 kHz Higher frequency resolution allows better perfonnance (min. req. 8-Bit tfmer@16MHz) 

,, Temperatur e Dependent frequency Drift l5 50 70 Hz/ ( lower temperature<, result In higher frequenc1es and vice versa 

Resolution var. 5-100 µm Minimum resolution depends on speed and positton ~nsor resolution 

p , .. Power of Driver Elect ronics iat full speedl 1.8 w Measured w1t h standard el ectromcs 

111r,- Current to Driver Electronics 300 450 600 mA """"'-'<dat 5V anc1,_ (max. CJITT!lltdeal,ases ti--1) with deaeaslngdrlvin!!speed) 

Peak Vo ltdge at Motor 10 V Measured as peak·to -peak voltage of sinus wa ve ~haped driving signal 

'-· Peak Curr~t 1.5 A ~asured with standard driver electronks {see fig. 2) 

l,,ri L1f ct1mc w1th shder or rotor matenal IX.Ef 1032 km Mot or wcar llm1ts total stroke, not t otal opc rallon time 

L..,,., Llfetime wlth slider or rotor mater1at PF 7595 40 km Motor wear lfmits total stroke. not total operation time 

i 

Figure 1: Acceleration vs . time Figure 2: Typical speed vs . frequency v( f ) 

t"i Elliplec Resonan t Actuator AG 
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Physical Dimensions/Mounting lnstructions (mm) 

To avoid interfering with motor vibrations, no secondary parts may touch the motor. 

Side View 
(regular spring) 

5ide View 
(reverse spring) 

Linear Setup 
(regular spring) 

Order information 

Art ·- Spr1" 

X15G regular 

in,c;.n -X-15G-K99-ST99 regular 

~lentth 
50mm 

'°""" 120mm 

AB measure 
(regular spring) 

AB measure 
(reverse spring) 

Linear Setup 
(reverse spring) 

none -JST 02ZR-8M 

RecOITmended maximum cabte length 120 mm, further lengths. other springs and 
connector plugs on request. 

-diameter 

(mm) 

10 

14 

20 

--(mm) 

10 

14 

20 

39 

A 8 

(mm) (mm) 

24 ,49 3,37 

25,n 4.90 
27,70 7,20 

A 8 

(mm) (mm) 

16.85 3.23 

11.50 2,10 

20.97 0,40 

\ 
) 

J 

-- 5.45 
~hof 1r00ft: 0,6nwn 

Mounting Block 
(regular spring) 

Mplh of lf1Xl'l'r. 0 ,6nwn 

Mounting Block 
(reverse spr ingl 

Recommended cross-sections 
(surf ace contours) of drlven 
elements 

For further information and design 
ideas please refer to the motor 
manual or visit our website at 
www.elllptec.com 

Elllptec Resonant Actuator AG 
Meinhardstrasse 3 
44379 Dortmund 
Germany 

Subject to chan!je without notice. Tel •49 (0) 2 31 29 27 02 0 
Fax •49 (01 2 31 29 27 02 50 

lnfo@elllptec.com 
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System identification 
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C.1 Sensitivity matrix 
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C.2 Process sensitivity matrix 

Magnitude {dB) 
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C.4 Relative ga1n array 
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